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This paper proposes an extcnded market model for event studies based on daily stock returns.
For actual data the assumptions of the simple market model are violated. The return
distribwion is not normal and neither the variance of the error term nor the risk parameter beta
ere constant. Our model incorporates the generaliud autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (cwKCH) malel with t-distributed errors and a time-dependenl beta. We lest for
anomalies by adding dummy variables in the regression equation. Our model is fairly general
and could be uscd in a wide variety of event study situations. We illustrate the model by an
analysis of the weckend and the option-expiration effect. We use return data from the Dutch
stock market. The weekend elTect on stock returns is significanl, but no expiration effect could
be detected.

1. Introduction
Much of the empirical work on event studies rests on simple econometric
models wilh strong statistical assumptions. Since RoU (1977) most research
on market efficiency is based on the market model, which relates the return
on an individual asset to the return on a market index and an asset-specific
'We have benefitted from discussions with Ray Ball, Phelim Boyle, Theo Nijman, Peter
Schotman, Stephen Taylor and Christian WoIIT, and workshop participants at the Erasmus
University Rotterdam, Tilburg University, EIASM Brussels, the Inlernational DTB-AMEX
Colloquium in Frankfurt and the University of Manchester. We thank an anonymous referee for
his commenls.
0378-4266~92~505.00 Q 1992-Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved
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constant. Ttie estimation and testing is usually carried out under the
assumption that the error term and hence the returns follow a normal
distribution with constant variance.
ln this paper we confirm results of Connolly (1989) which indicate that the
assumptions of this simple market model are violated with actual data. For
instance, for daily data the returns are not normally distributed with
constant variance. Furthermore, we reject the hypothesis of a constant beta
for the individual stocks. We, therefore, propose modifications that capture
the deviations from normality and allow for a time-dependent beta. The
resulting extended market model incorporates the approach of Bos and
Newbold (1984) to stochastic betas and the method of Engle and Bollerslev
(1986) based on conditional variance and fat-tailed error distributions. These
modifications spring from empirical considerations. In the early seventies it
was reported that stock re;turn distributions are fat-tailed [e.g. Blattberg and
Gonedes (1974)]. More recently, the GAttCH model has been frequently used
in studies on stock return behaviour [e.g. Chou (1988), Connolly (1989) and
Akgiray (1989)].'
By simply adding dummy variables in the regression equation the extended
market model allows us to test for any periodic event, e.g. the weekend, the
day-of-the-week and the option-expiration date.2 Our model is quite general
and can be applied to a variety of empirical investigations of interest to
researchers in finance and accounting. Indeed the naive market model has
been the workhorse for much of the market based research in this area. It
seems evident that future work will require more attention to the concerns
we itemize in this paper and use techniques similar to ours.'
In this paper we apply our model for the weekend and the optionexpiration efTect. We use daily return data from the Dutch stock market. We
analyze the 13 major stocks on which options are listed on the European
Options Exchange in Atnsterdam during the sample period.
For both events we test for e(iects on the stock return and the stock return
volatility, since both effects have been reported in studies on U.S.-markets
[e.g. Connolly (1989) and French and Roll (1986) for the weekend effect and
Stoll and Whaley (1986) for the expiration effect]. For the wcekend effect it
turns out that there is a significant negative return effect, but no effect on the
return volatility. For the expiration effect we compare the results using our
extended GARCH-f model with the results using a normal homoskedastic
markct modcl. It is clear that the test results for the abnormal returns and
return volatilities change with the model specification. This dependence of
rApplicrtions Of GARCN to exchange rates can be found in Engle and Bolltrslev ( 1986) and
BOIItf5tCV (t9ÓÍ).
~Stock options expire every third Fnday in January, April, July end Octuber.
'Of course these deciations frum the market mudel assumptions have been pointed out by
othcr researchers [Cunnully ( 1989) amung others].
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the results on the model specification could have dramatic consequences for
sorne event studies. For the expiration event the consequences were clearly
visible but small in magnitude.
The organisation of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we develop the
extended market model with a time-dependent beta and a GARCH-t error
spccification. `~'e also incorporate the dummies for the weekend effect. In
section 3 wc brie(ly discuss the data and present the empirical results of our
extcndcd modeL Section 4 analyzes the expiration effect in detaiL Section 5
provides a brief conclusion. ln the Appendices we give an outline of the
estimation and testing methods.

2. Model
2.1. The busic ntode!

The usual model for analyzing stock returns is the simple market model
r;, - a; f~3; r,M f e;,,

(1)

where r;, is the one-period return on asset i at time t and r;' is the return on
the market index at time t. In this model it is assumed that e;, is a
temporally uncorrclated normally distributed error term on asset i at time t.
Howcvcr, tltere is strong evidence that successive returns on individual stocks
are correlated [see e.g. Lo and McKinlay (1988)]. The correlation is often
ncgative, espccially for daily data on individual stock returns [see e.g.
Jennings and Starks (1986)]. The correlation may be caused by infrequent
trading or by measurement errors, e.g. due to the bid-ask spread, see French
and Roll (1986) and Glosten (1987).4 To capture the correlated structure of
the returns, we choose an ARMA(1, 1) model as in Taylor (1986). This leads to
our basic model
r,-lirrf }'rofYtrr-t fe~fYze~-t,

(2)

where the subscript i has been dropped.
2.2. A time-dependent syslemalic risk purumeter
In this section we explore different ways of modelling time-dependent
betas. Several authors [Bos and Newbold (1984) and Collins, Ledolter and
`If the bid-ask price error is proportional to thc stock price and this error is random and

serially uncurrelated, the observed logged price equals the true (logged) price plus an
uncurreleted random error. This implies that the observed returns are equal to i,-1n(p,lp,-r)f
c,-c,-„ and, assuming that the true returns are uncorrelated, the firsl-order autocorrelation of
the observed returns is equal to -a;.
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Rayburn (1987) among others] have presented empirical evidence that the
beta of the market model is not constant, but varies through time. A
frequently applied method to overcome this problem is to estimate beta for
relatively short periods, in which it is assumed to be constant. The price of
this method is loss of efficiency due to the smaller number of observations
used. A more attractive way to model a time-dependent beta is given by the
random parameter models, where beta is considered to be a random variable
with a specific distribution.
Bos and Newbold (1984) allow beta to follow a mean reverting nR(1)
process

Q~-~-~(Q~-,-Q)t~„

(3)

where ~i is the mean, ~ the adjustment parameter and ~, white noise with
uro mean and variance à~. Rearrangement of the Bos-Newbold spe.cification
leads to

l~~ - l~ f b~

(4)

b,-~b,-,t~„
where b, are serially correlated disturbances. The disturbances in this
specification carry over to the next period; the magnitude of this effect
depends on the value of ~. If ~-0, one obtains the Hildreth-Houck (1968)
random coefficients model, where ~J, equals a constant mean plus a serially
uncorrelated random disturbance. Another special case of the nR(1) model is
the random walk, where ~-1 and the mean ~3 is not identiGed. In the
random walk each disturbance has a non-vanishing effect in all subsequent
periods. Bos and Newbold estimate the simple market model (l) with a timedependcnt beta with monthly data for 464 U.S. stocks and test for the
presencc of a stochastic beta. For most stocks considered a constant beta
was rejected, but in only six cases a significant autoregressive parameter was
found.
Another model for a time-dependent beta was proposed by Collins,
Ledolter and Rayburn (1987). They add a serially uncorrelated disturbance
to the Bos and Newbold model
l~~-l~tb,fc,

b,-mb~-tt~,.

(s)

This spccification allows a distinction bctwecn transitory ( t;,) and corrclatcd
(b,) random shocks to ~3,. Collins et al. ( 1987) show that the estimate of ~ is
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biascd towards zero if a, ~ 0, which may cxplain thc results of Bos and
Newbold wlio found a significant ~ for only a few series.s The disadvantage
of the latter specification is that it is difficult to estimate. If ~-0, b, cannot
be distinguished from e, and one of the variances (v~ and Q~) is not
idcntifiable.
For simplicity we start with the AR(1) random beta specification. ln the
empirical -esults we find rejection of constant betas and significant autoregressive parameters. The difTerences in results with Bos and Newbold
(1984) can bc due to the fact that we use daily instead of monthly data.
Furthermore, a test against the Collins et aL (1987) specification did not
rcjcct the AR(1) model.

2.3. Gcne~rulized uu~oregressit~e conditiona! heteroskedasticiry (GARCH)
Fiaving discussed the non-stationarity of the betas we now consider the
bchaviour of the variance through time. There is ample evidcnce that
clustering of large price changes takes place, suggesting that the variance of
future returns is partly prcdictable from the past. Since Engle's seminal work
[Engle (1982)] it is common to use an ARCH or similar variance specification
for financial time series including exchange rates, foreign currency futures
and stock prices. In an ARCH model the variance of the current error, h„ is
predícted from the square of past errors
D

h~-E~-t(e~)-aof ~ a,e~-r,
r-,

(6)

where E,-, dcnotes expectation conditional upon all information available in
the model at time t- I. To keep each conditional variance positive, the
parameters a;, i-0, 1,...,p, are bounded below by zero. This model specification has been extended by Engle and Bollerslev (1986), in order to capture a
large number of ditTerent variance patterns without having to estimate too
many parameters. Engle and Bollerslev use a generalised autoregressive
conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH(p,q)) model which can be defined as
follows:
v
a
It~-aof ~ are?-rf ~ ar;oh,-f.
r-t
r-t

(7)

'The estimate ~ from Ihe ~e(1) formulation is a consistent estimate of ~a~~(a~ f a, ) but nol
of ~.
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Besides the conditional variance, h„ the errors in a GARCH model have an
unconditional variance, az. This variance can be obtained by taking unconditional expectations in (7),
vta
Qz - ao ~ C~ atQz

~-L

(8)
vtv
-aol~1 - ~ a~ -

~-r

In order to provide an economic interpretation of the GARCH specification
we consider a GARCtt(I, I) and eliminate ao in eq. (7) by using eq. (8).
Rewriting (7) results in
h,-az-ar(e~-r-It,-r)flattaz)(hr-r-az).

(9)

The first term of this equation causes the conditional variance to depend on
the previous surprise. This captures clustering of large price changes. The
second term is a mean reversion process for the conditional variance with vz
as mean and a, -~az as the adjustment parameter.
If ar-az-0, the variance is constant, or stated differently, the errors are
homoskedastic; the null hypothesis of homoskedasticity may be tested
against the GARCH alternative (a,, az ~ 0). The specification tests indicate a
strong rejection of homoskedasticity of the error terms. Furthermore, diagnostic tests show that there is no need to incorporate additional lags to the
GARCH (1, 1) specification.

If a, f xz equals 1, the unconditional variance vz does not exist, and only
the conditional variance can be estimated. In this case, the GARCH(1, 1)
model given in (9) becumes
h,-h,-, tat(e~- r -ht- t)~
(I~)
The value of h, is unknown and must be estimated from the data, Engle and
Bollerslev call this model Integrated GARCH (IGARCH), fur there is a'unit
rout' in the cunditional variance. For more details on 1GARCH and. its
statistical properties we refer to Engle and Bollerslev (1986).
Although GARCH gives a specification for the conditional variance of the
model's errors, the error distributiun is not determined by this specification.
In a GARCH mudel with a normal conditional error distribution, thc
uncunditional error distribution has fatter tails than the normal. Often thís
specification is sufficicnt to account for the observed unconditional kurtosis
in thc datu. Huwevcr, it is possible that the conditional error distribution has
fatter tails than the normal. Weiss (1986) shows that assuming normality

F. Je Jong er al., Euent s~uJy n~etl~oJology
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while the truc distribution has fat tails renders consistent but inefficient
estimatcs.
An adjustment has becn used by Bollerslev ( 1987) and others, who allow
the errors to bc conditionally t-distributed. The t-distribution is more likely
to generate larger errors than the normal distribution. Using the tdistribution implics that the outliers are given smaller weights in the
estimates and test statistics [see Box and Draper ( 1987, pp. 83-90)J. [n
Appendix A the log likelihood function of a model with normal or tdistribution is derived and the estimation and testing procedures are
presented. From our specification tests we find that normality of the
conditional error distribution is strongly rejected. We, therefore, propose a
GARCH-t modcl specification for our extended market model.
2.4. The e.rte~tded nrur~et model and the weekeitd effect

Thc cxtcnded market model is the basic model with an AR(1) timedependcnt bcta and a GARCH(l, I) variance slructure:
r~-~rr~cfYofi'ir~-~fe~fYzer-i

Q~-Q-~(Q~-r-l~)f~r

e ~~(O,It~)

~,~(O.at)

h,-vz -ai(e~- r -h,-i)f(ai faz)Utr-1-az).

(llb)
(l lc)

The parameters to be estimated are ~3, yo, yt, y2, a2, at, az, ~ and a~. We do
not assume a particular distribution for e, and t;, but rather assume that the
prediction errors in the Kalman filter (Appendix B) are Student t distributed
(with v degrees of freedom). The degrees of freedom parameter v is also to be
estimated.
The extended market model can easily be applied for various periodic
events by adding dummies to the return eq. (lla) and the variance eq. (llc).
This also makes it possible to differentiate between different events. For
example, in testing for an expiration e(Tect a separate dummy for the
weekend effect should be included, because the expiration effect will otherwise be influenced by the weekend effect. In section 4 we test for the
expiration effect in addition to the weekend effect.
When presenting the results for our extended market model in the next
section we also test for the weekend effect. From various studies on U.S. data
a significant negative weekend effect on the stock return is reported. From
the paper by French and Roll (1986) it also may be expected that the
variance in the weekend di(Ters from that on trading days. We, therefore, test
for the weekend effect on both the stock return and the stock return
variance. We introduce a weekend dummy, M„ which takes the value 1 if

tg
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day t is a Monday (or a Tuesday after a holiday on Monday) and 0
elsewhere. We add this dummy variable to eq. (l la) as follows:
r,-~~rMtYotYtr~-t fe~tYze~-t } Y~Mr

e~~(O,h~)

(12a)

The adjustment for the weekend effect on the variance is by means of an
intervention dummy described by Box and Tiao (1975). This results in
adding a dummy variable to the unconditional variance, changing ( l lc) into
h,-(v2 ta~M~)-atÍe~-t -h~-t)f(at ta2)(h~- t-(Q2 fa~M~-t)). (12b)
The additional parameters to be estimated are y~ and a~.

3. Empirical results
3.1. Dala
In this section we describe the data used to estimate and test our extended
market model including the weekend efTect. In the next section we use the
same data to test for the expiration effect. The sample consists of daily
closing prices of 13 major Dutch stocks listed on the Amsterdam Stock
Exchange. These stocks were selected because options are traded on these
stocks during the whole sample period: January 3, 1984 to August 31, 1987.
This makes a total of 921 observations for each stock. The period contains
1S quarterly option expiration dates on which options on all listed stocks
expire. (It does not contain the world-wide crash in October 1987). The data
were taken from oft'icial stock exchange lists.
The market return is the return on the ANP-CBS general stock index. The
value of this index is a weighted average of several group indices. The
weights are based on real sales of the individual firms in each group in a
base year. Roughly speaking, this results in a SO~o weight for the group
internationals, 40~ for industry and 10~ for the other groups. Each group
index is an equally weighted index. The ANP-CBS index does not correct for
dividend payments on the stock. Although this index has theoretical
shortcomings, it is the only reasonable stock index available for the Dutch
stock market during the whole sample period.
Similarly, the return on an individual stock, given by the first difference of
the log price, is not corrected for dividend payments.b Table 1 shows Ihe
names of the 13 series, the abbreviations we use and some descriptive

'DiviJend paymcnu arc usually concentrated in April and Octolxr.
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statistics.' The mcan and standard deviation of the returns are shown in
perccntages per day. SK is thc skewness of the standardiscd residuals and
KU thc kurtosis.

3.2. Spcc~lfrculion uttd diugtroslic Iesls

In this scction we justify our extended market model with a GARCH(1, 1)-t
distribution and a time-dependent beta. We subsequently present some
specification tests in table 2 and diagnostic tests in table 3. In Appendix A
technical details on the tests are given.
The specification tests are used to test the normality of the error
distribution, the constancy of the variance and the risk parameter beta. In
the first two columns of table 2 results are presented for the test on
normality of thc crrors of the rcturn distribution. The test is based on the
third and fourth momettt from the residuals of the models with an assumed
normal distribution.s The test is computed from the residuals of the
constant variance model and from the standardised residuals of the GARCH
modcl. For all stocks, the tests firmly reject normality.
There are several ways to test the constancy of the variance. We use the
likclihood ratio test that compares the value of the log likelihood under the
assumption of a constant variance with the log likelihood under a
GARCH( l, I ) variance specification. The test is computed under the normal
and the t-distribution; the results are shown in the third and fourth column
of table 2. The likelihood ratio test rejects constancy of the variance in all
cases except one. Since normality is also rejected, we prefer the GARCH( I, 1)-t
specification.
Finally, the Lagrange Multiplier (LM) test for a constant beta is presented
in the last column. The null hypothesis is a~ -0. Note that ~ is not identified
undcr the null. The LM test's alternative is the Hildreth-Houck random
coef(icient model, which corresponds to ~-0 in the AR(1) random beta
model. More powerful tests as given by Watson and Engle ( 1985) have not
been fully developed for models with heteroskedastic disturbances. The
results show that a constant beta is rejected in most cases.
Before presenting parameter estimates for our extended market model we
discuss a number of díagnostic tests to which the model has been subjected.
'There is an outlier in the H oo series in August I5, 1986, caused by the announcemenl of

unexpectedly bad quarterly earnings. In table I Ihis observation was deleted. In the subsequenl
analysis a correction for this outlier is made by intervention modelling, described by Boz and
Tiao (1975), in which the outlying observation is nol deleted, but rather adjusted by means of an
intervention dummy.
'Define Ns and N~ as the estimated third and fourth moment of the standardised residuals.
Thcn the test statistic is NORM-T(N~~6t(p.-3):~24~X~(2). This test measures the deviations
from the third and fourth moment of the standardised normal distribution, which are uro and
3, respectively.
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These are shown in table 3. The first diagnostic test checks the need for more
lags in the variance equation; we report the LM test against GnRCH(2,1) in
the first column. It is clear that there is no need for more lags in the variance
equation, a result in line with other literature, e.g. Bollerslev (1987), Chou
(1988) and McCurdy and Morgan (1988). The second column gives the LM
test for heteroskedasticity, obtained by adding the squared market return to
the variance equation; this may be seen as a test against the Collins, Ledolter
and Rayburn random beta specification (5). The nR(1) random beta specification is not rejected against this alternative, except for UNI.
The appropriateness of the lag structure is tested by adding the two-period
lagged own return, ri-2, or the two-period lagged error term, e,-Z, to the
model and computing the LM test for exclusion of this variable. The
outcomes are reported in the third and fourth column. The exclusion of the
two-period lagged variables is sometimes rejected, but we do not conclude
that the lag structure is incorrect.
Finally, the last column shows an LM test against the GnRCH-in-mean
model [Engle, Lilien and Robins (1987)]. ln this model the conditional
variance at day t, h„ is added as an explanatory variable for the stock
return.9 Because h, measures the diversifiable (unsystematic) risk, it should
have no explanatory power. Only for NEDL this test statistic is significant,
so that we conclude that the conditional error variance is not a signiGcant
explanatory variable for stock returns.
Summarizing the above specification and diagnostic tests we conclude that
our extended market model is a reasonable specification for the stock return
and stock return volatility.
3.3. Purunteler estimales for the extended murket model

In table 4 we report the estimation results of our extended market model
under the null hypothesis that no expiration effect exists. The parameters are
estimated by the method of Maximum Likelihood ( see Appendix A) under
the assumption of a conditional t-distribution for the prediction errors. We
subseyuently discuss the results concerning the dynamic structure of the
model, the time-dependent ~3„ the GnRCH-t model and the weekend effect. In
the next section we present the results for the expiration effect.
The dynamic structure of the model is given by the A R-parameter yt and
the Mq-parameter y~. Both are significantly diffcrent from zero ( y, negative
and y2 positive) in most cases, but their magnitude is roughly the same
(y, f y2 - 0), indicating that there may be a common root. However, omitting
y, or yZ ( ur both) introduces first-order serial correlation in the error term.
"Ecununu~ Iheory suggesls lhat ruk JVC(~C investurs reyuirc a risk premium for volatile
a;,ets. Thr CUIIJIIIUOB~ V:I(IJIICC L1 ~ ITIC75UfC ÍU( 1~1C (I~k OÍ slUCk investment. Geweke (19k9)
~huws huw ~ n,k JVC(~C IIIVCDIU( IUUW use Ihe condltaonrl V~(IAnCC lU fil~IllfillsC t11S ulility.
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Table I
Data description.
Name

Abbr.

Algemene Bank Nederland
Ahold
Akzo
AMRO Bank
Gist Brocadrs
Heineken
Iloogovens
Hoogovens'
Koninkl. Luchtvaart Mij
Nationale Nederlanden
NedLloyd
Philips
,
Koninklijke Olie
Unilever

ABN
AH
AKZO
Ah1R0
GIS
HEI
HOO
HOO
KLM
NATN
NEDL
PHI
RD
UNI

Index

ANP-CBS

SK

KU

0.031
0.062
0.045
0.018
0.038
0.052
-0.043
-0.009
0.006
0.029
0.048
0.025
0.068
0.107

Mean

St.dev.
1.084
1.434
1.400
1.395
1.456
1.360
2.508
2.287
1.808
1.338
1.466
1.355
1.110
0.968

-0.257
-0.453
-0.496
0.072
-0.870
0.204
-2.801
-0.995
-0.134
-0.884
-0.297
-0.988
-0.074
-0.067

5.34
7.83
6.52
6.87
10.75
7.32
33.36
11.21
S.bS
26.92
13.31
13.76
4.71
6.30

0.061

0.881

0.003

6.95

'With correction for an outlier ( observation 659, August IS, 1986, delrted). ln all
other tables we only report the corrected series.

Table 2
Specification tests.'
Series

NORMI

NORM2

LRI

LR2

Constant (f
LM

ABN
AH
AKZO
AMRO
GIS
HEI
HOO
KLM
NATN
NEDL
PHI
RD
UNI

742"
3,728"
1,354"
408"
S,SS2"
1,238"
1,608"
S00"
927"
7,783"
10,073"
S44"
1,185"

745"
2,798"
1,425"
394"
3,435"
599"
2,153"
621"
1,674"
I1,110"
13,161"
S72"
1,687"

56.96"
94.42"
22.t4"
19.64"
101.44"
111.06"
IS4.28"
9.34"
15.22"
145.18"
2.84
27.76"
29.90"

50.72"
46.12"
17.96"
17.02"
45.12"
59.88"
82.94"
16.80"
17.42"
55.40"
12.36"
21.20"
24.72"

12.33"
0.54
28.50"
13.12"
4.56'
2.71
11.28"
143.09"
186.87"
5.13'
8.89"
12.31"
3.36

'NORMI: test for normality based on assumptions of normality and
constanl variance, X~(2);
NoRM2: test for normality based on assumptions of normality and
GARCH, X~(2);

LRI: likelihood ratio test for GARCtt, based on normality, X~(2);
LR2: likelihood ratio test for GARCtt, based on Student t distribution,
Xj(2).
LM: Lagrange-Multiplier test for constant beta, X~(I).
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Table 3
Diagnostic checking of the cARCH(l, l}t specification'

ABN
AH
AKZO
AMRO
G IS
H E1
HOO
K LM
NATN
NEDL
PHI
RD
UNI

GARCH(2,1)
LM

Hetero
LM

0.14
1.43
0.06
0.59
0.44
0.07
0.15
0.63
1.69
0.82
1.99
0.01
0.42

0.42
0.36
1.48
3.02
0.68
0.86
0.10
0.12
1.40
2.39
0.02
3.38
8.62"

r,-2
LM

1.60
0.01
1.98
10.53"
2.03
4.45'
0.61
1.22
5.70'
2.74
7.95"
3.56
3.96'

e,-2
LM

GARCH-AI
LM

0.01
0.37
2.78
9.17"
1.71
S.16'
I.81
0.1 S
4.75'
0.95
2.70
6.30'
7.61"

2.57
0.01
0.44
0.85
0.51
0.94
2.74
0.04
2.44
5.23'
0.01
0.09
2.69

'All tests are aSymptotically X1(I) distribuled.

Since the sum is close to the zero, this can be interpreted as a Koyck effect
with respect to all other variables [see, for instance, Judge et al. (1985), p.
379], in particular, the market rewrn. This implies that the stock returns are
in(luenced by the lagged market return. In our empirical results the estimated
Koyck parameter yt is systematically negative and of the order - 0.2, so that
second and higher order powers are negligible. A tentative explanation could
be that stocks overreact to news as retlected by the market return, which is
systematically corrected the next day.
The estimates of the time-dependent ~3, model are the mean ~3, the
autore ressive parameter ~ and the standard deviation Q~, computed as
tla-~Qy~(I - ~Z)). The results show that the patterns differ among the
various stocks. Some (i, have a short memory ( PH1, UNI and NEDL), while
others ( AH, AKZO, HEt and RD) show a long delay in returning to the mean, if
they return to the mean at all.to To illustrate the behaviour of ~3, for the
latter group the ~3, of AKZO is plotted in fig. 1. The standard deviation of ~3,
is low for AH and high for KLM, compared with the mean ~i. The result for
the behaviour of ~1, is illustrated in fig. 2 for KLM.
The r-ratio of a, ta2 proves that the GARCH parameters are jointly
significant for all stocks. The slow decay of the conditional variance after
sharp rises is clear from the plot of AH's conditional variance ( fig. 3). The
conditional variance structure has a long memory for many stocks (i.e.
a, t a2 is close to one), but it tends to be mean reverting: the conditional
variances are temporary deviatiuns from the unconditional variance a2. We
'oTo the best of our knowledge formal tests for ~ eyuals one have nut yet bcen dCVCIU~ed.
There is rn analogy with the Dickey-Fuller test for 'unit-root', but it is not clear whether we can
use their critical values ( see Uickey and Fuller ( 1979)].

Table 4
Parameter estimates (or the extended market model.
e,~(O.h~)

r~-~rMtYofY~r~-ite~fYie~-~tY~M,

f~~(O.a~)
~~-~-~li~-i-Q)tC~
h~-(a'fa~M~l-ai(e~-~-h,-~If(ai ~x:)Ih,-~-la~ta~ti1,))a~

~,

a, tai

a~

~

ae

v

ABN

0.042
0.722
(0.036)' (0.027)

-0.169
(0.03I)

O.I'S
(O.OS4)

-0.089
(0.052)

0.936
(0.356)

0.391
(O.IIS)

0.765
(0.106)

0.01 I
(0.073)

0.647
(0.159)

0.315

4.20

4.03

3.1 I S

AH

0.877
(0.057)

0.092
(0.0491
O.I26
(0.046)

1.272
(0.541)

0.966
(0.039)
0.990
(0.008)

2,868

0.282

5.41

6.73

2,962

AMRO

1.006
(0.050)

-0.217
(0.033)

0.168
(O.OS2)

-0.178
(0.073)

0.416
(0.165)

O.S26 6.97

3.49

2,899

GIS

0.884
(0.043)

0.067
(0.038)
0.103
(0.038)

1.387
(0.366)

O.OS4
(O.Ol8)

0.977
(0.012)

0.484
(0.371)

0.285 4.87

10.31

2,827

0.906
(0.090)
1.401
(0.069)
1.008
(0.066)

0.078
(0.036)
0.110
(O.OS7)

0.078
(O.OS6)
0.180
(0.049)
0.220
(O.OSI)

-0.184
(0.070)

HEI

-0.039
(0.040)
-0.216
(0.033)
-0.290
(0.031)

0.204
(0.186) .
-0.091
(0.110)
0.056
(0.129)
-0.152
(0.150)

8.95

0.910
(0.116)
0.967
(0.255)

0.992
(0.005)
0.889
(0.060)
0.992
(O.OOS)

3.87

-0.199
(0.064)

0.028
(0.010)
0.072
(0.031)
O.OIS
(0.010)

0.187

0.849
(0.176)

-0.111
(0.037)
-0.180
(0.028)

-0.091
(0.072)

AKZO

0.076
(0.034)
0.117
(0.035)

-0.213
(0.068)
-0.289
(0.093)

1.119
(0.234)
5.983
(4.497)

0.819
(0.060)

0.160
(O.I07)

0.988
(0.011)

0.228 6.90

3.90

2,907
2,474

-0.444
(0.100)

2.928
(1.138)

0.647
(0.170)
0.348
(0.197)

6.17

0.270
(0.060)

-0.371
(0.315)
-0.100
(0.266)

3.52

-0.204
(0.043)

0.918
(0.065)
0.966
(0.029)

0.658

0.095
(O.OS9)

0.255
(0.057)
0.289
(0.085)
0.081
(0.032)

0.706

5.14

4.29

2,536

0.387 4.81

!7

HOO
KLM

Yo

Yi

}'x

Y~

K

LL

NATN

0.741
0.066
(0.042) (0.032)

-0.081
0.058
(0.037) (O.OS9)

-0.182
(0.069)

0.872
(0.107)

0.193
0.450
(0.075) (0.194)

0.133
(0.131)

0.436
(0.259)

NEDL

0.672
(0.038)

0.021
(0.037)

2.396
(1.106)

0.344
(0.089)

0.876
(0.069)

0.068
(0.157)

-O.I57
(0.280)

0.404

3.52

I9.08

2,821

0.864
(0.039)
0.691
(0.074)

0.102
(0.034)

1.025
(0.160)
0.771
(0.121)

0.292
(0.113)

-0.012
(O.146)

0.202
(0.250)

0.444

3.69

25.97

2,941

-0.224
(0.042)

-0.233
(0.062)
-0.148
(0.060)

0.233
(0.097)

0.107
(0.035)

0.210
(0.061)
O.i99
(0.052)
0.207
(O.OS6)

-0.241
(0.069)

PHI

-0.171
(0.044)
-0.186
(0.031)

0.045
(0.019)

0.961
(0.023)

-O.OS1
(0.089)

0.969
(0.020)

0.272

7.24

3.86

3,021

0.777
0.114
(0.027) (0.024)

-0.160
(0.026)

0.102
(0.049)

0.142
-0.039
0.454
O.1S9
(0.042) (0.068) (0.062) (0.108)

-0.087
(0.048)

0.235
(0.259)

0.265 4.96

RD

UNI

'Asymptotic standard errors are in parenthcscs.

8.37 2,949

8.69 3,293
w
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Fig. 3. Conditional variance AH.

computed several test statistics for 1GARCH, which tend to reject the
`unit-root' hypothesis.'t
The estimates of v are fairly low, about 4, with a low 3.52 for Hoo and
tvE~t, and a high 7.24 for R ~. The estimates of v under the assumption of a
constant variance'~ are even lower than the estimates under cAttcH, from
which we conclude that the heteroskedasticity accounts for some of the
kurtosis, but not for all. Even the conditional error distributions are heavily
fat tailed. This can also be seen from the next column, which represents the
estimated kurtosis of the standardised residuals. If the conditional error
distribution is normal, K should be equal to 3; a larger rc indicates
Icptokurtosis.
Finally, the weekend effect on the stock return and the stock return
variance are given by y~ and a3. For most cases the weekend effect on the
return is small but significantly negative (with a maximimum of -0.4~ per
"Engle and Bollerslev (1986) comment on the problems regarding'unit-root' test. They report
a Monte Carlo study, where the test statistics are relatively well behaved. Our evidenct points in
a di(ferent direction. The standard Wald test rejects tc~RCH in 5 out of 13 cases, Ihe t.M test in
12 cases and the t.R test in all cases. This suggests that the distribution of lhe log likelihood in
the region close to a~ fai is far from normal.
"These estimates are nol presented here, but are avaílable from the authors.
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day for KLM).13 The weekend effect on the variance, however, is negligible.
For none of the stocks considered the effect is significant, nor is the sign of
a~ similar for the various stocks.

4. Option expiration effect
The influence of exchange-traded options on stock returns and stock
return volatility has received much attention, especially since the October
1987 stock market crash. Recent studies by Conrad (1989), Skinner (1989)
and Harris (1989) concentrate on the effect of option introduction on the
stock volatility. In this study, however, we investigate the impact of the
option expirations on the stock return and stock return volatility. Although
the discussion in the U.S. seems to be closed with the study of Stoll and
Whaley (1986) it is still 'very much alive in smaller and less liquid European
markets, e.g. Pope and Yadav (1988) and Van den Bergh and Kemna (1988).
Using the same data set, Van den Bergh and Kemna (1988) find a positive
excess return before option expiration for several stocks and a decrease in
variance on the expiration date." Options on the stocks in our sample are
traded on the European Options Exchange (EOE) in Amsterdam. The EOE
started in 1978 with options on 9 major Dutch stocks. The trading and
clearing system is similar to the system of the CBOE. At the start of our
dataset, January 1984, options on 13 stocks were traded. In 1989 the EOE
confirmed its position as a leading options market in Europe with a total
trading volume of 13.4 million contracts. The stock options (on 25 Dutch
stocks) contributed 75~ of this volume with Philips as largcst with 1.76
million contracts. On a monthly basis we find trading volumes of 300,000
contracts for Philips and 10,000 for Heineken in a lively expiration month
like October 1989. This trading volume drops with SO~o in a month without
expiration.
The period of observation contains fifteen quarterly option expirations for
each stock. To test significance of the excess return on certain days before or
after the expiration dates, we define dummy variables, which take the value 1
for those days are zero elsewhere, and re-estimate the model with these
dummies as additional explanatory variables. In this study we use six dummy
variables, one for each day from two days before to three days after each
expiration date.
We define these dummies D~„ j--2,...,3 with D-2i equals one on the
'~In the cumpwcr program, all rcturn data were multrplred by IW. Conxyuently, the returns
arr mrasured as percent per day, which a(iecu the estimates of the paramcters y~ anJ aj. Uf
cuurse, thc significance (t ratiu) of these parameters is scale-independent and nol affecled by Ihis
Iransfurmalion.

"'rh~y uaed an approach similar to Klemkosky (1978) and Officer and Trennepohl (1981).
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Table Sa
Excess returns around option expirations; normal, homoskedastic errors.
EfTect on
variance
day from
expiration

Ef(ect on return
day from expiration
Series

LM

LR

Wald

ABN
AH
AKZO
AMRO
GIS
H EI
HOO
KLM
NATN
NE:DL
PHI
RD
UNI

5.01
6.53
7.98
7.86
5.96
6.69
6.64
2.62
4.03
25.34"
8.51
10.02
8.82

5.69
2.77
5.84
5.18
4.65
5.59
5.03
2.88
5.53
28.92"
7.89
11.00
7.38

6.52
0.66
3.98
2.91
3.I5
2.96
4.25
3.44
7.21
33.11"
8.19
13.46'
6.71

-2

-l

0

tl

t2

t3

-1

0

tl

Wednesday before and D3t equals one on the Wednesday after expiration.
With these eqs. ( 12a) is changed to
3
r,-~~rMfYofYtr~-tfe~tY~er-ttYsM~t

~

~~D7r

e~~(~,h~),

1--2

(13a)
where h, is given by eq. (12b).
The signiEicance tests of these dummy variables are reported in tables Sa
and Sb: the former gives the results Cor assumed normal, homoskedastic
errors, and the latter gives the estimates for the more general GARCH(I,1)-t
error specification. In both cases we consider the time-dependent ~3, and the
weekend effect. The first three columns give LM, LR and Wald tests of joint
significance of the six dummy variables. Asymptotically, these three tests are
equivalent and have a~2(6) distribution. The next six columns show the sign
of the estimated parameter of each individual dummy variable ( i.e. the
estimated excess return); the number of f and - signs indicates the level at
which thc dummics are signit'icant: S~ or l~o.
In the GARCH-t model, there is no clear expiration effect on stock returns.
There are only a few significant dummy variables, and none of the tests
indicates that the six dummies are jointly significant. Inspection of the
residuals shows why: the residuals around dillerent expiration dates do not
have the same sibn. The number of significant dummy variables is not larger
than might be experted at the 5~ significance levels. These results differ from
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Table Sb
Excess returns around option expirations; cnecH-r.
E(Tect on
variance
day from
expiratiun

EfTect on return
day from ezpiration
Series

Lh1

LR

A[3N
AH
AKZO
AMRO
GIS
HEI
HOO
KLM
NATN
NEDL
PHI
RU
UNI

7.81
5.62
6.34
9.26
1.72
7.00
8.81
4.60
4.08
12.27
7.17
7.58
11.73

8.42
3.51
6.08
6.83
1.16
7.63
8.18
5.51
5.52
10.92
8.11
5.79
10.70

Wald
7.45
2.46
4.98
4.19
0.7I
6.46
4.38
6.88
6.65
7.15
8.30
4.04
9.64

-2

-I

0

fl

f2

t3

-1

0

tl

t

f

t

the results when the model is estimated under the usual assumptions of
normally distributed errors with constant variance. In that case, NEDL and
RD exhibit significant excess returns.
In order to test for variance effects around option expirations we use an
approach similar to the weekend effect. We add the dummy variables to eq.
( l2b) resulting in t 5
h,-(QZi-a3M~f

~ ~;~i~)-at(ei-t-hr-t)
i--r

-~(alfa2)(ftr-t-(Q2-fa3Mr-tf ~ ~j~;r-t)).
~--t

(13b)

Note that we only consider one day before, on and one day after expiration.
For simplicity we do not use eq. (13a) for the return specification but (12a)
without the expiration effect. Furthermore, we do not test the dummy
variables simultaneously but one by one. In that case testing on significant
parameters can be performed by an LM test given in Appendix A, eq. (A.10).
In the last three columns of tables Sa and Sb the LM tests for variance
effects are prescnted. The significance is denoted in the same way as for the
~sEslimating equation (13c) is dilTicult, because the ~(r~ lend to be negative, which may cause
negative h;s. Introducing restrictions makes it even more complicated. A possible solution is a
gencralisation of a loganthmic model as given by Taylor (1989).
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dummies in the return equation. If there is any effect on the conditional
variance visible in table Sb, it is likely to be negative. This effect could be
caused by controlled convergence of the stock price towards the nearest-by
exercise price, thereby temporally reducing the volatility of the stock price.
This pressure may be in positive or in negative direction, leading to an
average effect close to zero. This could explain the lack of significance of
excess returns.
Future research may concentrate on studying price movements towards
exercise prices based on the open interest on the Thursday before expiration
and transaction prices of the stocks on the Friday of expiration.
5. Conclusion
In this paper we deyeloped an extended market model for event studies
based on daily stock returns. With respect to the statistical specification of
the market model we draw the following conclusions:
(a) The systematic risk parameter (beta) is not constant over time; an nR(1)
random cocfficient model seems an appropriate alternative.
(b) The market model's errors are conditionally heteroskedastic, which is a
propcrty frequently found in financial data. The GARCH(1, 1) specification
provides an adequate, yet parsimonious representation of the conditional
variance.
(c) Both the unconditional and the conditional error distribution are fattailed; normality is rejected for all stock price series considered. A Student t
distribution with (relatively) low degrees of freedom fits the data and much
better.
We illustrated our extended model by an analysis of the weekend and the
option-expiration effect. We confirmed the results from Connolly (1989) that
irrespective of the estimation method, the weekend effect remains significantly
negative. With respect to the expiration effect only a few systematic excess
returns were found, but there is evidence of a slight reduction in variance
around expirations, possibly caused by controlled convergence of the stock
price towards the nearest-by exercise price. A comparison of these results
with the results obtained under the usual assumptions on the error process
(homoskedastic, normal distribution) shows that ignoring the fat tails and the
h~teroskcdasticity may Icad to spurious results.

AppcnJix A
Alu.ritttutu likrlihuud es[iututiun und tesling

In

this appendix

we discuss

the estimation and

testing procedures.
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Parameter estimates of the extended market model in section 2 can be
obtained by maximisation of the log likelihood function of the parameter
vector 0, InL(0). The likelihood function given a sequence of T obscrvation
on the dependent variable, is the joint density of the observations given the
value of 0: L(0) - j(y,,... , yT~O). By the prediction error dccomposition
[Harvey (1981)],
r

(A.l)

InL(~)- ~ InI(y~~Y,-t,9)flnj(Y~~e),
r-z

which is obtained by repeatedly writing the joint distribution as the product
of the conditional distribution of y, and the marginal distribution of
Y,-, -(y,-,,...,y,). The initial condition for this likelihood is the distribu~
tion of yl.
In the GARCH-l model without random coefficients, the prediction error of
y, is the error of the market model, e,. The prediction errors in a model with
random coe(Ticients are computed from the Kalman filter equations given in
Pagan ( 1980) adapted for this model in Appendix B. Let u, denote the
prediction error and f, its variance, then the conditional probability density
function under a normal distribution is

~Í~,.~)-

1 Q-}~dlJ,,
2n j,

( A.2)

The pdf under a[ distribution with degrees of freedom v is

[~,.~-

f, v -~ 1
2
r(2~ Jrz

1

u2

-~~' uiz

(v-2)j~(1~-(v-'2)j,~

.

(A.3)

Hence, the log likelihood under a normal distribution can be written as
r
In L(0)- ~ (-}In f,-}u;~f,)-21n2n.
~-

In thc case of a t distribution the log likelihood becomes
In L(0) - T(I n!'(v 2 l~- In !'~2~ -} ln ~[(v - 2)1

(A.4)
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T

V -} 1

f~~`r-}Inf,-( 2

U?
ll
~In(lf(v-2)j,JJ

)1

(A.5)

The normal distribution is a limiting case of the t distribution for v-.oo, or,
equivalently, Iw-.0. The di(Terence between the normal and the t distribution
is clear from thcse formulas. The log likelihood function of the normally
distributed errors declines linearly in the squared standardised errors, while
the log likelihood of the t distributed errors has a slower, logarithmic decline.
Hence, under a normal distribution, large errors do have a greater impact on
the log likelihood and therefore on the maximum likelihood estimates than
undcr a t dislribution.
The initial conditions are given in Appendix B. To eliminate any disturbing effect of these conditions, we use the first 21 observations only to start
the recursion. These first 21 observations do not contribute to the likelihood
function, which Ieaves 900 observations to calculate its value.
Following Engle (1982) we use the BHHH algorithm [Berndt et al.
(1974)], which is a mudificd scoring algorithm, for maximisation of the log
likelihood function. For each iteration, the parameter estimates are given by
U, . J- p~ f
i.;IST S) -' ST t,

(A.tí)

where S is the scoring, matrix evaluated at 0', with elements
~~; -

c?Ini(1'~ Y-i~U)
,
c,~0~

(A.7)

where ll, denotes the jth element of the parameter vector. Due to the
cumplexity of the derivatives, especially in the GARCH-in-mean model,
numerical derivatives are used. The gradient of the log likelihood function is
STJ (J being a vector of unit elements) and the information matrix, I(U), is
estimated by 1~7~ times the product of the first derivatives, STS. The
directiunal vector, ~J, is easily oblained by solving the equations STS~f-STt,
which avoids inversiun of SrS, and the step length ~; is found by maximising
the likelihood in this direction. The interation process is stopped if convergence is satisfactory, for example if JTS(STS)-'STt is smaller than a certain
value, fur which we chose 0.05.
Asymptotic standard errors can be obtained as the square roots of the
diagonal elements of I~T times the inverse information matrix. The elements
uf the inverse infurmation matrix (times 1~T) can be consistently estimated
by the inverse uf the outer pruduct of the gradicnts, (S~S) ~, evaluated at the
maximum likelihoucl valucs Ux,L. Assuming asymptotic normality, one can
use thc standard errors for r tests of parameter significance. A generalisation
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for nun-linear models of the common r and F tests is the Wald test. For a
k-dimcnsional restriction vectur h(0)-0 the value of the Wald test is

LV - T~t(tl)r[h~(0)rl - `((1)h'(~)]- t~t(~)~x2(k),

(A.8)

evaluated at O„r~t b (primes denote first derivatives). If it is possible to
estimate a model both under the null and under a more general alternative
hypothcsis, with ML paramcter estimates Oo and Oa, the Likelihood Ratio (LR)
test can be computed:

LR - 2 [In L(Oa)-In L(Oo)].

(A.9)

The LR statistic is appróximately XZ distributed with degrees of freedom
equal to the number of restrictions (k). Sometimes, when it is difficult or
costly to compute ML estimates under the alternative hypothesis, the
Lagrange Multiplier test is attractive. The LM test can be obtained from the
first step of the BHHH algorithm for the model under the alternative
hypothesis, with starting valucs for the parameters given by the estimates
under the null, see Chou (1988). The LM tcst statistic is asymptotically Xz(k)
distributed and its value is given by
LM - tTS(SrS) -' ST t.

(A.10)

The LM test is frequently used to test exclusion restrictions: a variable that is
excluded from the original specification is added to the model, and one step
in the BHHH algorithm is performed for the extended model. This procedure
is referred to as an LM variable addition tcst.
In a recent paper, Calzolari and Panattoni (1988) showed that in small
samples the choice of the estimator of the variance-covariance matrix of the
ML paramcter estimates is important. Di(Terent estimators are likely to give
very different results, although they can be asymptotically equivalent. For
example, the outer-product-of-gradient matrix (which we use) tends to give
larger standard errors than the Hessian (matrix of second derivatives of the
likelihood function) in their examples. We did some experimentation with
estimating the Hcssian, but the resulling standard errors did not differ too
much from thc original oncs; thcrefore, we do not present them.
'"For example. the Wald test of joint significance of a subset 0, of the parameter vector 0 is
W-U,(EtS'S)-'E]-'U,, where E is a dim(U) square matrix with diagonal elements I for the
paremeters included in U, and zeros elsewhere.
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Appendix B
The Kal~nair jiller
Pagan (1980) discusses the identification and estimation of models with
time-dependent coeflicients. It is convenient to rewrite the extended market
model with a GARCH variance specification and stochastic beta, given in
formula (12) and repeated here as ( B.1) in the state space form.
r~-Q~rMfYofYrrr-r-Fe~tYzer-rtYaM~
~~-~-~1Í3~- r -Í~)ts~

(B.1)

h,-(aZta~A9~)-xr(e~-r-h,-r)t(xrtaz)(hr-r-(a2fa3M~-r))-

Define
1',-r,-~rM-lo-}'rr~-r-Yzer-r-Y3M~
.1,-rM
-~-~3~-~~,
whcre ~~, contains all the predetermined parts of the model. Using these
definitions, one can rewrite the first two lines of (B.1) as follows:

}~, -.i, z, t e,

e, ~- (O, h, )

-~ - ~G~, - ~ f s~

~~ ~ ( 0, a~ ),

( B.2)

where h, is recursively determined by the GARCti specification (12c). The
Kalman filtcr providcs a way of composing the likelihood function of a
model in state space form. The filter consists of a set of prediction and
updating eyuations from which one can obtain the prediction errors
conditionally on x,

r,-~~,-E(~~,~x„J~-r),

(6.3)

where J, -, is the information set available at r- l, and their variance
Í, - E( r; ~ x,. J, - ~),

( B.4)

for all observatiuns but the fint. Assuming that the prediction errors follow a
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normal or a t-distribution, one obtains the likelihood function by using the
expressions in (A.4) and (A.5).
The Kalman filler equations are, Pagan (1980)
(I) The prcdiclion equations, where u,~,-t dcnotes E,-t(u,)

z~i~-t-~z~-t~~-t
z
z
Ptl~-t-~ P~-tlt-tta~

(B.5)

v,-Y~-xtz~ic-,
z

I-xcP~~t-tfht

~

h~-(azta~M,)-t-at(e~-t~~-i-h~-i)~-(at-Faz)(l~t-t-(az-~a~Mt-t)).
(2) The Kalman gain

kt - P~~t- t xJI.

(B.6)

(3) T1ie updating equations, incorporating the new knowledge at time t
z, ~, - z, ~, - t i- k, v,
P~~r-(I -k,X,)Pr~r- t

e,~,-y,-x,z,~,.

(4) The initial conditions
ht-Qz
etit-0

(B.7)
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zr~t-0
Ptit -Q~~(1 -~21.
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